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Information note n°16

Campaign for 
the liberation 

of Louisa Hanoune
14 November 2019

National Committee for the Liberation of Louisa Hanoune

Call

S
ix months ago to the day, 9 May 2019, in full revolution
for the departure of the regime and its anti-democratic
practices, Mrs Louisa Hanoune, General Secretary of
the Workers’ Party, was summoned by the military tri-

bunal of Blida as a witness in the case implicating the former
high security and political officials of the regime she has fought
for four decades.
After an interrogation of several hours, the
investigating judge announced to Mrs Ha-
noune that he would leave and return in
five minutes to give her back her identity
papers so she could go home. Two hours
later, he came back to announce, “Sorry,
madam, I have to incarcerate you” without
commentary.
After five months in provisional detention,
Mrs Louisa Hanoune was condemned to
fifteen years in prison in an expeditions po-
litical trial, held behind closed doors, on
the basis of a case file empty of any mate-
rial proof and without any witness for the
prosecution.
With the aim of planting the idea of an
amalgam and justifying in the eyes of pub-
lic opinion the arrest, then condemnation
of the political leader of an opposition party that she is, Mrs
Louisa Hanoune was accused and condemned for the same
charges, conspiracy against the state, as the dignitaries of the
regime, generals Mohamed Mediene and Athman Tartag, as
well as Saïd Bouteflika, Councillor to the ousted president.
We have become aware of the content of the press conference
by Mrs Louisa Hanoune’s lawyers, who revealed that there was
no proven fact on which to found the accusations against her,

much less her arbitrary condemnation in the first instance. Fur-
thermore, they denounced several irregularities in the trial.
By going to the encounter organised by the Councillor to the
President, still in office, Mrs Louisa Hanoune, deputy at the
time and general secretary of the PT, committed no offence, no
crime. By speaking in favour of the departure of the president,
that of the government, the dissolution of the two houses of

parliament and finally giving the say to the
people to elect a constituent assembly, Mrs
Louisa Hanoune did nothing but exercise
her missions as a deputy and political offi-
cial.
Her condemnation is a criminalisation of
political action, a fundamental right won
through a hard-fought struggle by the Al-
gerian people and written into the Consti-
tution.
On the eve of the appeal proceedings, the
National Committee for the Liberation of
Louisa Hanoune, presided by the Mujahida
Zohra Drif Bitat and supported by political
parties, unions, human rights organisa-
tions, national personalities… calls for the
acquittal of the General Secretary of the
Workers’ Party, for her immediate release

and the release of the Mujahid Lakhdar Bouregaa, of Karim
Tabbou, coordinator of the Democratic Social Union, and of all
the prisoners of conscience.

For the National Committee for the Liberation 
of Louisa Hanoune

Zohra Drif-Bitat, Mujahida
Algiers, 9 November 2019

At the 37th Friday march in Algiers, 
1 November, the son 
of Lakhdar Bouregaâ supports 
the liberation of Louisa Hanoune.

In Algeria
According to the code of procedure, Louisa Hanoune’s appeal pro-
ceedings must be held at the latest two months after her condem-
nation in the first instance.
Her judgement was rendered at the end of her trial, which took
place 23 and 24 September 2019.D
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Lula and Mumia 
address themselves 
to Louisa Hanoune

C omrade Louisa Hanoune, general secretary of the
Workers’ Party of Algeria, who was arbitrarily arrest-
ed 9 May of this year, has just been condemned by a
military tribunal to fifteen years in prison.

I am worried about this absurd political condemnation by a mil-
itary tribunal. I worry about the political and social situation of
the Algerian people, when the interim government multiplies the
number of political prisoners by the dozens, including the hero
of the Algerian war of independence, comrade Lakhdar Boure-
gaâ, 86 years old, and when this government has just announced
modifications of the law on the exploitation of oil and gas, nulli-
fying the requirement of 51% state participation in the exploita-
tion, which opens the door to selling off the patrimony of the
Algerian people to the multinationals.
This attack on law and democracy, the judicial proceedings ma-
nipulated to throw the people’s leaders into jail without proof,
whether it be in Brazil or in Algeria, cover for economic interests
that hand the resources belonging to the nation over to foreign-
ers, contrary to national sovereignty.
I, who suffer in my own flesh the weight of political prison, the
result of a manipulation of the justice system, and who have been
able to count on the support of Louisa and her party in the inter-
national campaign for my release, I renew my call to all the de-
mocrats of the world to bring together their voices in the
campaign for the immediate and unconditional release of Louisa
Hanoune, for the annulation of her arbitrary sentence and for
the release of all the Algerian political prisoners.
Full support for Louisa and the Algerian people!

Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva
Curitiba, 

23 october 2019

n Lula’s letter

M essage broadcast on Prison Radio, 18 October, from Mumia Abu-
Jamal, in which he declares, notably “(…) the Algerian state attacked
its protesters, like Louisa Hanoune, the 65-year-old general secretary
of the Algerian Workers’ Party. Recently, she was sentenced to 15 years

in prison by a military tribunal for ‘treason’. Is it treason to work for a more open,
less repressive country? Hardly.”
Mumia is the famous Black American activist condemned to the death penalty in 1982
in a scandalous trial. An international mobilization in favour of his release was led, in
which the ILC and Louisa Hanoune broadly participated. In 2008, Mumia had his
death sentence rescinded for procedural irregularity by a Federal Appeals Court that,
nonetheless, upheld his conviction for the murder of police officer, which removed
any possibility of a new trial, as was asked for by his lawyers.

n The message 
from Mumia Abu-Jamal
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The responses from Louisa Hanoune

n To Luiz Inacio Lula 
da Silva,
[ Since then Lula has been released from prison. ]

Dear comrade Lula,

I was only able to become aware of your message a few days
ago, due to the conditions of my incarceration, where only my
lawyers are authorised to visit me.

Your message is a tremendous encouragement for the fight
against this old world that exploits and oppresses the workers
and peoples. What a symbol! A political prisoner in Brazil who
writes to a political prisoner in Algeria. It is also one of the
demonstrations of internationalism.

I totally share your point of view when you write: “This attack
on law and democracy, the judicial proceedings manipulated to
throw the people’s leaders into jail without proof, whether it be
in Brazil or in Algeria, cover for economic interests that hand
the resources belonging to the nation over to foreigners, con-
trary to national sovereignty.” It is indeed for these reasons that
you and I are in prison.

With my party and the comrades of the International Liaison
Committee of workers and peoples, we have denounced the in-
stitutional coup d’état in Brazil and fought against the farce of
a trial staged against you and now fight for your release. We will
continue this fight.

And we can find support for this in the peoples that revolt
against the great powers and finance capital: in Algeria, in Iraq,
in Lebanon, in Hong Kong, in Chile, in Ecuador and in other
countries.

In these conditions, my dear comrade Lula, I am certain that
we will have the opportunity to discuss this in person in Algiers
or in Sao Paulo, when democracy triumphs and frees us from
our respective prisons. We are political prisoners. And we will
get out of prison to continue our fight.

In solidarity,

Louisa Hanoune,
General Secretary of the Workers’ Party (Algeria)

From my cell in the Blida prison
7 November 2019

n To Mumia Abu-Jamal,
Dear Mumia Abu-Jamal,

It is only recently, due to my incarceration, that I became aware
of the message you broadcast on Prison Radio, October 18,
against my being condemned to 15 years in prison by the mili-
tary tribunal, that is, the regime.

I was extremely touched by your message, you, a political pris-
oner, in prison in the United States since 1982. Because it is a
fact that you are a political prisoner of the capitalist and racist
regime of the United States.

With the comrades of my party and the International Liaison
Committee of workers and peoples, we have participated in the
international campaign first against your execution, then for
your release. The fight that you continue is not only a source of
respect, but also of encouragement, to see an activist who has
been in prison for 37 years and whom they have not succeeded
in either breaking or bending.

I think you are the most senior political prisoner in the world,
and I reiterate my support and full solidarity from my prison
cell in Blida (Algeria).

In solidarity,

Louisa Hanoune, 
general secretary of the Workers’ Party (Algeria),

Blida, 7 November 2019
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Activists from 28 African countries 
demand the liberation of Louis Hanoune

First signatories: South Africa: Lybon Mabasa,
president of the Socialist Party of Azania (SOPA);
Benin: Ngagni Kassa Mampo, general secretary
of the Confédération syndicale des travailleurs
du Bénin (CTSB); Burkina Faso: Basolma Bazié,
confederal general secretary of the Confédéra-
tion générale du travail du Burkina (CGT-B); Bu-
rundi: Rémy Nsengiyumva, general secretary of
the Syndicat des travailleurs de l’éducation du
Burundi; Cameroon: Celestin Bama, general
secretary of the Fédération nationale des tra-
vailleurs de l’agriculture, de la pêche et de l’éle-
vage, confederal bureau of the CSTC; Benoît
Essiga, president of the Confédération Entente;
Cap-Vert: Josefina Fortes, president of Ramao;
Central African Republic: Etienne Songoli, gen-
eral secretary of the Syndicat nationale des en-
seignants autonomes de Centrafrique (Syneac);
Comoros: Ismaël Mahamoudou, general secre-
tary Coopérative des pêcheurs d’Iconi (Copic);
Mrs Batouli Athoumani, general secretary of the
Association des femmes transformatrices de
produits halieutiques (AFVTPH); Ivory Coast:
Kouamé Kra Félix, assistant general secretary of
the Fesaci; Pacôme Attaby, coordinator of the
Cosefci; Kodibo Yves, general secretary of the
Union nationale des travailleurs de Côte d’Ivoire
(Unatrci); Akradjouma Traoré, bureau of the
Unatrci ; Guy Mensah, general secretary of the
Synaddtra (Unatrci); Jean-Claude Rabet, bureau
of the Unatrci; Akka Kofi Jonas, bureau of the
Unatrci; Tiemele Alphonse, bureau of the Una-
trci; Zady Drogba, bureau of the Unatrci; Dji-
bouti: Mohamed Ismael Roblé, president of the
Fédération nationale de la pêche artisanale
(FNPA); Gabon: Joseph Mengara, trade unionist;
Ghana: Christian Vanderpuije, vice-president of
the GFL (Ghana Federation of Labour); Guinea-
Bissau: Antonia Adama Djalo, president of the
Confederação das Associações das Mulheres de
Actividades Económicas (Amae; Madi Fati, pres-
ident of the Comité para o Relançamento da
Agricultura Familiar (Comaf); Lassana Cassama,
general secretary of the Comaf; Almamy Djassy,
DAF of the COMAF; Júlio António Mendonça,
general secretary of the União Nacional dos Tra-
balhadores-Central Sindical (UNTG-CS); José
Lópes, president of the Sindicato dos Trans-
portadores (Simapa) ; João Cá, president of the
Sindicato Nacional dos Marinheiros (Sinamar);
Maria Daluz Lopes Imbali, general secretary of
the Rede Nacional das Mulheres Trabalhadoras
(RNMT); Eunice Mendes Moreira, treasurer of
the Plataforma Politica das Mulheres (PPM) ;
Mamadu Ali Jalo, head of programmes d’Acção
pela Desenvolvimento (AD); El hadji Séni Cissé,
head of communications of the Comaf; Guinea-
Conakry: Bangoura Mohamed, SLECG (USTG);

Salifou Camara, general secretary of the FSPE
(CNTG); Madagascar: Jean-Paul-Émile Rako-
tozafy, Droits et Dignité; Mali: Moustapha Guitt-
eye, general secretary of the SNEC-UNTM;
Doumbia Mary, national bureau of the SNEC;
Adama Fomba, general secretary of the Sypesco;
Fouleima H. Maiga, national bureau of the SNEC;
Assitan Malick Traoré, national bureau of the
SNEC; Youssouf Traoré, national bureau of the
SNEC; Mauritius: Pregassen Moonien, president
of the Plantation Workers Union (PWU); Mauri-
tanie: Abdoulaye Sow, national bureau of the
SNEF; Niger: Soumaila Bagna, general secretary
of the Confédération générale des syndicats li-
bres (CGSLNiger); Mahamadou Yaou, general
secretary of the Confédération syndicale des tra-
vailleurs du Niger (CSTN); Amadou Djibo, CGSL-
Niger; Almoustapha Moussa, CGSL-Niger; Garba
Yacouba, Synafen; Abdou Mohamed, Synafen;
Abdou Hassane, Synafen; Moussa Amadou, Syn-
trao; Hassane Idrissa, Réseau éducation environ-
nement (REE); Djibo Saley, REE; Dom Momone
Mohomane, CGSL-Niger; Adamian Garba, Syndi-
cat libre des conducteurs de taxi du Niger (Syl-
cotan); Moctar Garba, REE; Mme Binta Lamido
Hama, Réseau nigérien pour la promotion de la
femme enseignante (Reniprofe); Lompo
Boubacar, Synergie africaine pour la paix
(Safripa); Loma Ibrahim, REE; Saidou Abdou,
Synatrap; Halimatou Momodou Kome,
Reniprofe; Garba Illou Almoctar, Réseau progrès
et développement humanitaire au Niger (Re-
prodevh); Safia Hama, Réseau nigérien pour le
développement de la femme (Renidef); Nigeria:
Innocent Luka Ajiji, president of the Nigerian
Union of Railway Workers (NUR); Shehu Bello,
vice president of the National Union Agriculture
Allied Employees of Nigeria (Nuaaen); Miss
Rukkaya Mohamed Bello, leadr of the Labour

Party Kebbi State ; Hussain Maisari Yelwa, local
president of the TUC; Miss Aisha Ibrahim, Kowa
Party; Murtaca Aboubakaz, Association of Senior
Civil Servant of Nigeria; Uganda: Wafana Nelson,
general secretary of the Uganda Farm & Agro-
Based Worker’s Union (Ufabwu); Democratic
Republic of the  Congo: Modeste Ndongala
Nsibu, president of the Union nationale des tra-
vailleurs du Congo (UNTC); Albert Bahana, Con-
fédération paysanne du Congo-principal
regroupement paysan (Copaco-PRP); Jean-
Pierre Kapalay, president of the Coopetang;
Yvonne Bawili, administrator of the Mepa-ASBL;
Rwanda: Jérémie Nsengiyumva, general secre-
tary of the Syndicat de l’agriculture, de la pêche,
des vétérinaires et de l’environnement (Staver);
Sénégal: Cheikh Diop, general secretary of the
CNTS-FC; Mamadou Dramé, general secretary of
the USDS; Papa Mamadou Kane, general secre-
tary of the CNTLS; Ndiaye Seyni Mbaye, general
secretary of the UDTS-FO; Sara Camara, general
secretary of the FNTS; Ismaela Gueye, general
secretary of the UNTD; Ibrahima Sarr, general
secretary of the CDSL; Sydia Ndiaye, general sec-
retary of the FGTSA; Cheikh A Sene, general sec-
retary of the FGTSB; Ndeye Bakham Ndongue,
general secretary of the CNTS-FC-A; C. Oumar
Diouf, general secretary of the UTLS-A ; Ous-
mane Diallo, assistant general secretary of the
Saemess; Somalie : Mohamed Aden Nour, pres-
ident of the Union nationale des organisations
professionnelles de la pêche artisanale de la So-
malie (Unoppas-Somalie); Tanzania: Angelo Ju-
venary Matagili, Fishers Union Organization
(FUO); Chad: Mbairiss Gartoïde Blaise, general
secretary of the Syndicat des enseignants du
Tchad (SET); Charpa Brahim Abbas, SynapetUST;
Togo : Gu-Konu Emmanuel, first secretary of the
Convention démocratique des peuples africains-
branche togolaise (CDPA-BT); Nouwossan Kom-
lan, general secretary of the Unsit; Hounsime
Senon, Fesen-Togo; Gbikpi-Benissan T. N., na-
tional secretary of the PA.DE.T; Agbla Komi Ag-
beko, CD of the PA.DE.T; Siggini Charles Komlan,
PA.DE.T; Koulefionou Antoinette, CD PA.DE.T;
Aleke JudePrudence, PA.DE.T; Akolly Afankome
Esther, PA.DE.T; Dofia Bernardin, PA.DE.T; Ab-
doulaye Idrissou, BE Unsit; Missodey Kodjovi, BE
Unsit; Amouzoun Koffi Edoh, BE Unsit; Dangbo
Akuété Zinsou, BE Unsit; Tsetse Yawovi, BE
Unsit; Toffa Cornelia, BE Unsit; Kodjo Adjowa
Novignon, BE Unsit; Landoukpo Mawolo, SGA
Unsit; Aguigah Brigitte, SGA Unsit; Ague Adjo,
Unsit; Senouvo Vissikou, BE Unsit; Dermane
Kamal, PA.DE.T; Kassim Zakari, PA.DE.T; Zekpa
Sabou, PA.DE.T; Gbikpi-Benissan D. Grego,
PA.DE.T.

For the immediate release of Louisa Hanoune and her ac-
quittal, following the trial by the military tribunal of Blida!
For the release of all the prisoners of conscience!
We, the undersigned, African activists from all back-
grounds (political, union, defenders of human rights, etc.),
have learned of the condemnation, by the Military Tribunal
of Blida (Algeria), of Louisa Hanoune to fifteen (15) years
of hard prison, following an opaque and expeditious polit-
ical trial.
We condemn this shameful trial that criminalises political
action and whose verdict aims to terrorise and silence all

the voices that oppose those currently in de facto power in
Algeria.
Today, it is Louisa Hanoune who is abusively condemned.
This injustice concerns us all, African activists, engaged in
the defence of the freedoms and rights of the workers and
peoples of each of our states!
We solemnly demand the acquittal, pure and simple, of
Louisa Hanoune, the dropping of all charges held against
her and her immediate and unconditional release, as well
as that of all the prisoners of conscience. n

“Louisa Hanoune has been arbitrarily condemned to fifteen years in prison by the military tribunal 
of Blida following an expeditious political trial. Activists from 28 African countries, together, 

demand that the Algerian government FREE LOUISA HANOUNE AND ALL THE PRISONERS OF CONSCIENCE. We
call on you to broadly sign this call!

D
R

A SOLEMN ADDRESS TO THE ALGERIAN GOVERNMENT
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Campaign on the international level

n The new positions taken
The campaign is now engaged in 101 countries
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n FROM THE AMERICAS
l Brazil:

Around fifty people participated, 3 Oc-
tober, in a press conference organised
at the headquarters of the PT parlia-
mentary group in the state of São Paulo
in the presence of PT and PCdoB MPs
and different social and youth move-
ments, etc.
- A delegation from the PT parliamen-
tary group, led by the spokesman for
the PT MPs, Paulo Pimenta, and federal

deputy Vincentinho went to the em-
bassy in Brasilia to submit an official re-
quest to visit Louisa Hanoune (see
photo);
- the PT parliamentary group of the
state of Sao Paulo;
- the 13th Congress of the CUT (see
below);
- the union of the metro of the state of
Pernambouc.

Press conference in Sao Paulo, 4 October 2019.

l Peru:
– A delegation went to the embassy in
Lima;
– The 2nd National Assembly of the Peo-
ples, which met 5 October.

l Argentina:
Roberto Baradel, CTA-T;
Raul Calamente, CTA-T;
Gabriel Vaezeilles, home workers’
union.

l Canada:
Jean Lacharité, CSN (Quebec).

l Chile :
Felipe Labra, FIEL-CUT;
Walter Antonio Cubillos Veja, CUT.

l Colombia:
Edgar Mojica Vanegas, CUT;
Eliceo Yorley Castro Fori and Juan Dion-
icio Sanchez Banguera, CTC;
Hugone Carabali Huaza, member of the
Junta Nacional. 

l El Salvador:
Felipe de Jesus Garcia, CSTS.

l United States :
Frederick Redmond, USW;
Feng, UAW.

l Guatemala:
Angel Rafael Segura Garcia, CUSG.

l Honduras:
Damaris Cantareiro Escobar, CUTH;
Mauro Joel Dominguez Almendares,
CUTH.

l Dominican Republic:
Eulogia Juliana Familia Tapia, CMTA.

l Uruguay :
Marcelo Abdala, PIT-CNT.

Adriana Paz and Carmen Britez of the
International Domestic Workers Feder-
ation (IDWF)

The congress of the CUT (Brazil), which was held 7 to 10 October, adopted the
following motion for the release of Louisa Hanoune.
Over 500 delegates have countersigned the call.

“ADDRESS TO THE ALGERIAN GOVERNMENT

Freedom for Louisa Hanoune!
Freedom for all the political detainees!
It is with the greatest consternation that we learned that Military Tribunal of Blida
(Algeria) has condemned Louisa Hanoune, general secretary of the Workers’ Party
of Algeria (PT) and coordinator of the International Liaison Committee of workers
and people (ILC), to 15 years of hard prison. This trial criminalises political action,
and its verdict aims to terrorise and silence all the voices that oppose the current
de facto power in Algeria. The same for the incarceration of Lakhdar Bouregaâ,
Samira Messouci, Samir Benlarbi, Fodil Boumala and tens of political prisoners
and prisoners of conscience. This injustice concerns us. We are trade unionists
attached to the defence of human rights, freedoms of expression and organisation
and the rights of the workers and peoples in each of our countries! We solemnly
request the dropping of all charges held against Louisa Hanoune, her immediate
and unconditional release, as well as that of all the other political prisoners.
Freedom for Louisa Hanoune and all the political detainees and prisoners of con-
science!”
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“It is with the greatest consternationthat we learned of the condemna-
tion of comrade Louisa Hanoune,

general secretary of the Workers’ Party of
Algeria and coordinator of the Interna-
tional Liaison Committee of workers and
peoples.
The military tribunal of Blida sentenced
her to fifteen years of hard prison following
an expeditions trial, Monday 23 Septem-
ber 2019, for conspiracy against the army.
An untiring activist, she has fought for
years, at the price of her freedom (impris-
oned for several months between 1988 and
1990), for democracy and the putting into
place of a multi-party system, against cor-
ruption, against the austerity policies that
burden the majority of the people.
An untiring activist, she has distinguished
herself by her positions taken in defence of
the workers, people and democratic free-
doms throughout the world, notably in

solidarity with the workers of Guadeloupe.
This condemnation is therefore a crime
against the freedom of opinion, a crime
against the fundamental freedoms; a crim-
inalisation of political action.
We, the LKP and undersigned organisa-
tions: UGTG, Komité dlo Now Bastè, K-
Dlo, Nou Vlé Bon Dlo, Doubout pou Dlo an
nou, Kolèktif Vyébou, Anka, Adim, SPA,
Mouvman Nonm, Travayè é Péyizan:
– Put up the greatest protestation against
this condemnation;
– Demand the immediate release of Louisa
Hanoune;
– Invite the workers and organisations who
care about justice to join in the initiatives
in favour of the release of Louisa Hanoune.

Freedom for Louisa Hanoune! …”

LKP, Lapwent,
1 October 2019 (excerpts)

l Guadeloupe:

A common condemnation from the LKP 
and several Guadeloupean organisations

l Germany: 
– The leadership of the Land of Hesse of
the teachers’ union (GEW);
– Anton Hofreiter, MP and leader of the
parliamentary group of the Greens in the
Bundestag, member of Ver.di;
– Katja Dörner, Greens MP in the Bun-
destag;
– Terry Reinke, Greens MP in the Euro-
pean Parliament, member of Ver.di;
– Uwe Schmidt, SPD MP in the Bundestag,
member of Ver.di ;
– Dierk Hirschel, member of the SPD
commission on fundamental values,
Ver.di;
– Dietmar Bartsch, MP in the Bundestag
and leader of the parliamentary group Die
Linke, Ver.di;
– Jörg Cezanne, Die Linke MP in the Bun-
destag, Ver.di;
– Jürgen Bothner, Ver.di, in charge of the
Land of Hesse;
– Josip Juratovic, SPD MP in the Bun-
destag, Heilbronn;
– Bernhard Löffler, leader of the DGB of
the North Württemberg region;
– Niklas Annen, president of Young Social-
ists (Jusos), Heilbronn;
– Jutta Dongus, staff representative, Ver.di,
Heilbronn;
– Melanie Libetta, local elected official,
SPD, Heilbronn;
– Jakob Dongus, local elected official,
SPD, Heilbronn;
– Jamie Day, member of the leadership of
Jusos, Heilbronn;
– Dr Manfred Lotze, North-South com-
mission of the Association of doctors
against nuclear (IPPNW);
– The members of the leadership of the

social sector of Ver.di of the Rhin-Neckar
region;
– Ralf Stegner, Ver.di, SPD MP in the re-
gional parliament;
– Christian Hass, president of the labour
commission (AfA) of the SPD of Berlin,
member of the Leadership of Ver.di of the
Land;
– A delegation went to the embassy in
Berlin;
– Die Linke;
– Kevin Kühnert, president of Young So-
cialists (Jusos);
– Andreas Behn, DGB.

Ver.di
The general secretary of Ver.di (Services
Federation in Germany) has made public
his letter sent to the Algerian ambassador
in Berlin. Here is a translation:
“Ver.di
Office of the general secretary
Paula-Thiede-Ufer 10
10179 Berlin
Berlin, 14 June 2019
Mister Ambassador,
We have learned that the General Secre-
tary of the Algerian Workers’ Party (PT),
Louisa Hanoune, was arrested, 9 May
2019, and that her release has been re-
fused several times.
Algeria finds itself in an important
process of political transition. In this sit-
uation, a considerable role is incumbent
on the unions and parties that engage
themselves for the interests of the work-
ers. The arrest of Louisa Hanoune is a po-
litical act that reduces freedom of
opinion, hinders the representation of the
interests of the workers and endangers
the prospect of a happy future in Algeria.

I ask you to participate in the liberation of
Louisa Hanoune.
Please accept, Mister Ambassador, the ex-
pression of my respectful consideration,
Frank Bsirske, general secretary”

l France:
Joao Pereira Afonso, CGT;
Marie-Christine Naillod, CGT;
Marjorie Alexandre, CGT-FO.

l Italy:
Giuseppe Iuliano, CISL;
Marcos Barboza Da Silva, INAS;
Sergio Bassoli, CGIL;
Susanna Camusso, CGIL;

Rosa Maria Coppolini, retired;
Bianca Clemente, employee;
Maura Cossutta, doctor;
Vito Meloni, teacher;
Giulia Pezzalla, teacher;
Sandra Simonetti, retired;
Fabrizio Casari, journalist;
Laura Storti, psychoanalyst;
Maurizio Messina, retired;
Angelo Veglia, translator.

l Portugal:
Augusto Praca, CGTP.

l Sweden:
Asa Tormlund, LO.

l Turkey:
Burhan Yildiz and Huseyin Oz, HAK-IS.

n FROM EUROPE
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The delegation in Lima (Peru).

l Martinique:
Thirty-five additional signatories have
signed the common declaration of the
Worker and Farmer Alliance, the Frantz-
Fanon circle, the National Council of
People’s Committees, Ichs Péyi-a
Doubout, the Movement of Democratis
and Ecologists for a sovereign Mar-
tinique, Pati Kominis Pou Lendepan-
dans Ek Sosyalizm, the Union of
Autonomous Unions of Martinique.
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l Spain:

– Javier de Vincente Tejada, confederal
secretary at international action (USO);
– Xosé Luis Rivera Jacome, CIG.

9 November (exactly six months after the incar-
ceration of Louisa Hanoune, 9 May), letters
were again sent to Mrs Taous Feroukhi, Alger-
ian ambassador in Madrid, demanding the re-
lease of Louisa Hanoune and all the political
prisoners of Algeria:
By the general secretary of the UGT of Catalo-
nia, Camil Ros Duran; by UPTA-UGT of Basque
country; by Tribuna socialista (newspaper of
the socialist activists of Madrid); by the Collec-
tive of Republican Women of Bilbao; by 26
members of the Public Services Federation of
the UGT of Castellon (Valencia); by the UGT
union section of Sabadell city hall (Barcelona);
by the union sections UGT, CCOO and the
union Solidardad of the workers of the Madrid
metro.

n FROM AFRICAn FROM ASIA
l South Korea:
Kyungran, KCTU.

l Philippines:
Christine Galunan, UP.

l India:
Skesteher Ali, ARTDA Mumbai.

l Japan:
Itsuko Nagasaka and Yuji Wahashi, Zenroren.

l Hong Kong:
Adrian, student.

l South Africa:
Riefdah Ajam, Fedusa;
Pat Horn and Oksana Abboud, Street Net.

l Angola:
Manuel Augusto Viagem, UNTA.

l Cape-Verde:
Maria Joaquina Veiga de Almeida, UNTC-CS.

l Ghana:
Mary Anatone, PSWU (Public Services Workers Union).

l Tanzania:
Jaffari Ngope, TUC.
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At the 13th Congress of the CUT of Brazil. The delegation to the embassy in Brasilia (Brazil).

All the positions taken that you send to the consulates or embassies of Algeria should also be send 
in copy to the ILC (thank you): eit.ilc@fr.oleane.com

The comrades also ask that these positions be sent directly to the Algerian government.
It officially does not have an e-mail address, 

but a fax: 00-213 21 71 79 27.


